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ABSTRACT 
Due to the nature of big data, the volume and quantity of data that must be stored and processed in hyperscale 

data centers (HDCs) increase as their usage grows. Before initiating an HDC project, a detailed financial 

analysis of the energy requirements and potential energy costs is essential. We propose a framework based on 

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) to estimate future global energy demands. This framework considers all 

possible sources of heat and electrical load. It employs both a physical model and a statistical framework to 

forecast the energy consumption of IT equipment and the data center. Additionally, the framework includes 

methods to calculate the carbon emissions and electricity costs associated with the data center. To determine the 

annual PUE for sixty regions, we utilized hourly weather data as climate factors alongside a limited set of energy 

attributes. For instance, we examined the Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE) and electricity prices in India. 

Real-time data and experiments demonstrate that our approach can accurately predict the total energy 

consumption of HDCs. This capability enables comprehensive HDC feasibility studies and addresses a significant 

research gap in the Asia-Pacific region. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
People are mostly to blame for the changes in global emissions that have been measured. Global warming 
happens when the average temperature of the Earth's surface rises above the average temperature of the 
atmosphere. The release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere is a big reason why people are contributing to 
global warming. There are many different types of greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrous oxides, 
and methane. Factories, the way we get rid of animal waste, and the use of data centres are all big contributors to 
greenhouse gas emissions. Data centres, which are part of the IT industry and account for about 2% of global 
emissions, release almost all of the carbon dioxide (CO2) into the air. "Green computing" refers to the current 
trend in many fields to use and make computer equipment in ways that are better for the environment. A 
technique called "green computing" is being used to cut down on the amount of energy that data centres use. As 
part of "green computing," data centre infrastructure should be set up to use as few resources as possible. 

Some of the technologies that need cooling to be built are computers, backup power systems, network gear, and 
storage that is good for the environment. Energy use has gone up because of the huge amount of data that needs to 
be managed. Estimates show that nearly 500 large data centres use almost 3% of the world's energy. Many these 
centres are also in western Europe and eastern Asia, in addition to the United States. Big data includes the fact 
that more and more data is being made and stored in the cloud, which is also growing quickly because of many 
technological advances. Service providers change their goods and services to meet their customers' needs. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Panwar et al.(2022) The goal of this literature review is to make a list of the studies that have been done on 
energy consumption (EC) using heuristics, metaheuristics, and statistical methods from the field of machine 
learning. To manage the resources and make the best use of energy, a number of tasks have been done, such as 
predicting host CPU consumption, finding underload and overload, choosing migration and placement of virtual 
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machines, and so on. This review compares and contrasts how well different ways of cutting energy use work. 
Researchers have tried many different ways to cut down on SLAVs and energy use in cloud data centres. 

Hingamire et al.(2019) We suggest that you use a cloud data centre. I am in charge of running an operation on 
our cloud data centre and figuring out how much energy it will use. We use an algorithm that takes energy into 
account to figure out how much power is needed. Lastly, we look at how much energy is saved when the task is 
done in the cloud instead of on a local machine. The suggested system is shown to work better than the current 
system by comparing them. 

Philippe Roose et al.(2018) In this analysis, we looked at how different kinds of Cloud system administrators 
affect the amount of energy used in the Cloud as a whole. With the help of this research, new models of how 
people use energy will be made and proposed. The goal is to make energy forecasts more accurate and precise. 
The energy consumption models can be used to help cut down on the amount of energy used. Both of these 
scientists are interested in finding ways to control how much energy is used. 

Hui LIU et al.(2017) In this study, we suggest using a model that is both static and doesn't change over time 
(AEC). Cross-degree and reuse-degree are two quantitative measurements that the model suggests adding to the 
code structure. It also sets up a link between EC and the measurements. Even though AEC doesn't give a precise 
measurement of EC, it can still show EC, check the effect of optimization, and compare ECs to those of other 
jobs. 

Rong, et al.(2016) This article is about how to design, build, and run a data centre in a way that saves energy. The 
use of renewable energy sources, energy-saving technologies for server rooms, and high-performance computing 
are some of the things that are talked about. Here, we give a full list of suggestions for how to improve the 
performance of data centres while reducing their impact on the environment. Energy efficiency, saving money, 
and protecting the environment are just a few of the many things that these plans take into account. This paper 
also talks about new ways to make data centres use less energy. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this part of the article, we look at how the design of a system can make it easier for data centres to use power 
from renewable sources while also reducing their energy footprint. This is a model that includes a lot of data 
centres. The study looks at a model with data centres in different parts of the world. One or more of the places 
that a proposed  is in charge of. Each data centre can get electricity from the grid as well as from renewable 
energy sources that have batteries that can store electricity. Each data centre has its own system for keeping a 
steady flow of electricity from batteries. Workload is made by user areas, which then send it to the load scheduler 
so it can be spread out. It is expected that the scheduler knows how much renewable energy is available in each of 
the data centres. The amount of electricity used by the jobs is equal to the amount of work that needs to be done. 
The load scheduler will decide which data centre will handle the work based on the environmentally friendly 
policy that was set. Scheduling is based on how much work needs to be done (the demand for electricity) and how 
easy it is to get to renewable energy sources. So, there are two ways to distribute work: one is environmentally 
friendly, and the other saves energy. Once these assumptions have been made, it is possible to build the 
framework. There is a limit to how much renewable energy can be used, and that limit is tied to a certain amount 
of time. After a set amount of time, the amount of clean energy stored in the battery will be brought back up to its 
full capacity. When looking for a data centre to house your activities, you should choose the first one that meets 
your needs in terms of using renewable energy sources. 
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Figure 1: System model 

It is assumed that jobs will be sent to the data centre with the lowest index, where they will be given to the 
available resources and processed without any problems. It was shown that there is an urgent need to make cloud-
based and Internet of Things (IoT) programmes much more energy efficient. But when it comes to Cloud IoT, the 
situation gets even more complicated because new dimensions are added (such as energy efficiency, resource 
allocation, and so on). The proposed method tries to solve the problem by using a genetic algorithm to find the 
best placement and choice of behaviour while the task is being done. The main reason for all of these efforts is to 
save energy, which is the most important reason of all. 

 
Figure 2: Getting the most out of the power that Cloud IoT uses has been suggested as a way to save money. 

At first, it is thought that a lot of energy is needed to do a lot of different jobs that are all different sizes. Since 
something is likely to happen, it is assumed that it will. So, we're going to break each app into smaller tasks and 
then figure out how to get the whole thing running on the Cloud IoT. Thanks to the Internet of Things (IoT) or 
cloud computing, everything gets done. But the answer to the question of which architecture to use will depend on 
how long it takes to do the same task in the IoT and how long it takes to send the message. Add up the times it 
takes for data to go from the IoT to the cloud and back again. This is the total transmission time. Using this 
method, the runtime of any cloud-based IoT task can be calculated using the same inputs as any other cloud-based 
IoT task. Then, we figure out how much power both the Internet of Things and the cloud used, and we use our 
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best guess of how much power was used during the instruction to extrapolate the cloud IoT number. Using the 
mathematical model, the following formula is used to figure out how long it will take to finish the job (ATij), as 
shown in Equation (1). Where Ns is the processing speed of the IoT and Dij is the amount of data that the ATij 
task needs. 

 

How Much Power IoT Devices use 

IoT nodes do work; PIoT is the amount of power used by IoT; G is the cloud-to-node channel gain; and Ptran is 
the amount of power needed to send a task (ATij). You can figure out how much energy the Internet of Things 
uses by adding up how much energy it takes to process (Eproc) and send (Etrans) (Etran). An equation can be 
used to describe it (2). 

 

One half of the proposed method looks at the energy used by IoT, and the other half looks at the energy used by 
the cloud. Algorithm 1 figures out how much energy each task will take and then uses GA to improve itself. Input 
factors for GA include the tasks that are being asked for, the amount of data for each task, the processing speed in 
IoT, and the rate at which data is transferred. The output is the best use of energy that can be made. The suggested 
method can be used to judge the quality of execution whether the processing is happening on an IoT node or in 
the cloud. If the time it takes to do the work at the IoT node is less than the time it takes for the network to 
respond, the work will be done locally. If not, it will be sent to the cloud. 

In the Internet of Things, Method 1 of the Algorithm call sequence is in charge of estimating how much power is 
used. Several things go into the first step, such as how much energy IoT devices use, how much transmission 
power is needed, and how much gain the channel has. Line 2 of Procedure 1 is used to figure out both the 
processing energy consumption (or Eproc) and the transmission energy consumption (Etran). Line 3 of Procedure 
out how much energy the Internet of Things uses as a whole for all the things that happen on local devices. 

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
The CloudSim toolkit is utilised in order to conduct the effectiveness analysis of the method. CloudSim allows 
users to model any data centre, host, computational resource, virtual machine, application, user, or management 
policy. CloudSim also allows users to simulate cloud computing environments. In addition to this, CloudSim is 
compatible with a wide range of additional modelling situations that are associated with clouds. In the course of 
the proposed research, an approach to job distribution will be developed and examined that takes into account 
environmental factors while maintaining a responsible stance. 

Through the use of simulation testing, it was possible to ascertain whether or not the proposed algorithms and 
proposed algorithms were effective. As part of the case study's concentration on a global CSP, ten data centres 
that are beneficial to the environment were utilised. The workload scheduler is responsible for processing jobs 
that have been sent in from all around the world. Based on the scheduling strategy, the proposed algorithms 
selects a data centre powered by renewable energy and a server that are capable of managing the workload while 
operating at or near their maximum capacity. If you want this technique to work, you have to make sure both of 
these conditions are met first. The proposed algorithms algorithm chooses the first-fit technique, which gives 
precedence to operating data centres with quick access to copious renewable energy sources, in order to achieve 
the highest possible level of efficiency. This is the method that is utilised to load tasks onto servers. The first-fit 
approach is the name given to this method of operation. There is a possibility that the dependability and 
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accessibility of renewable energy that is generated locally would be unpredictable. In order to take into account a 
large number of different renewable energy sources, the simulation makes use of estimates derived from real-
time. 

Table 1:  Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value 

Cloudlet length 200-100 MI 
No. of Datacenters 15 
Types of Servers Heterogeneous 

No. of VMs 50 

 

Figure 3: Comparative Analysis proposed approach and existing approach 

New solution to load balancing, updating the algorithm previously developed. The proposed approach represents 
an optimization algorithm. The proposed optimization algorithm selects the right VM depending on the selection 
possibilities and the health criteria, and hence the proposed load balancing device executes a redistribution of the 
task. The proposed algorithm requires two meta-heuristic algorithms and fractional theory, rendering the selection 
process highly competent. The work is carried out in three cloud configurations and the results are calculated by 
means of metrics such as load and number of tasks. The output analysis states that the approach proposed has 
improved performance in diverse scenarios and may therefore be suitable for load balancing, as the load and the 
number of tasks reset for complex cloud setups are limited. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Even though a lot of progress has been made in the last few decades toward more efficient ways to control how 
much energy communication networks use, this task is still hard. This article talks about the Cloud IoT system, 
which is based on a genetic algorithm (GA) that was made to save energy. The GA was made using the python 
framework, and this framework was then added to the simulation model. The simulation tests how well the 
proposed method works by simulating different situations, such as genetic algorithm operators (crossover, 
mutation, and generation number). After that, a detailed simulation is run to show that the mechanism works 
better than the proposed method. We look at data from simulations to see if the best settings for the suggested 
strategy lead to the results we want. 
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